ASN additional Supplier Information

What is ASN?
An Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN) is information containing details about a delivery. The information is prepared by you as a supplier and is shared with Vestas to improve the quality of the delivery event.
You can see a short introductory video about ASN [here](#).

Label to be generated and attached to the delivery note
For suppliers delivering goods with Vestas Material Number: Generate a label (see sample below) to be attached to your printed Delivery Note / Print similar information below on your Delivery Note:

```
Inbound delivery at Vestas

Supplier No: 508787      <Barcode>
Packing No: ASN12345678  <Barcode>
```

Suppliers will use their specific unique Packing Number and input it into Ariba for identification.

Note: This would cover all Vestas incoterms including FCA, and include all item/material deliveries to Vestas except Vestas Unique Identifier (VUI) required items.